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Chelsea Hotel, Toronto 

Multi-million dollar facelift for the Chelsea Hotel, Toronto  
The Chelsea Hotel is pleased to announce that, the hotel has completed a C$10 million dollar refurbishment. This included 
600 guestrooms in the Executive Tower and corridors in both the Executive Tower and the Chelsea Tower.    
 
The investment – the most extensive since 2015 – includes an impressive redesign for these guestrooms and include: 
 

➢ New carpet, wallcovering, drapes, lighting, mattresses, televisions and artwork.  
➢ Case good surfaces covered with a stone cap 
➢ Bathroom lighting and tub glazing 

 
Our new Executive rooms are the ideal choice for guests looking for comfort, and stylish design. They are appropriate for 
leisure or business stays, and characterized by simple tailored lines, soothing colours, natural light and wooden as well as 
stone furnishings.  Starting at 325 sq. ft., guests can select from king or two double beds.  Room amenities include 50” flat 
screen TV, in-room safe, electric kettle, Nespresso® machine, frig, blackout drapes, complimentary WiFi, balcony access, 
and views of the downtown core. 
 
The scope of the corridor refurbishment includes replacement of carpet, wall vinyl as well as refreshing trim and doors. 
 
Additional changes include: 

➢ Refreshing of Market Garden restaurant with the addition of new furniture and carpeting 
➢ Expansion and re-design of T|bar restaurant, including new furniture, seating and lighting 
➢ Extensive upgrade to the elevators servicing our 26 floor 

 
With these enhancements, the hotel continues to raise the bar and remains at the forefront in terms of service and value 
within the competitive hotel market in Toronto.   “This renovation is another very exciting phase in the life of the Chelsea. A 
newly vibrant and fresh environment, the Chelsea delivers everything one could need at exceptional value,” says Josef 
Ebner, regional vice president - Canada and managing director, Chelsea Hotel, Toronto.  

 
 

 
Executive King guestroom 

 

https://www.chelseatoronto.com/en/

